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Phone:
(888) 419-4414
(972) 446-8911

Fax:
(972) 446-6411

Call for a free CD-Rom
catalog or visit our web site
for color photos and a
detailed listing of our
complete office and material
handling systems:

www.officeandwarehouse.com

Office and Warehouse is a
full service supplier - from
planning, to CAD drawings,
to installation, to service.
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Adjustable Shelves
allow for storage of end tab folders, 3-ring
binders, books, data and media tapes, or
any items that can be stored on traditional
shelving.

Rollout Reference Shelf
5, 6, 7, and 8 tier models accept a rollout
reference or posting shelf with no loss of
filing inches when used with standard
shelves.

Security Drawer
Confidential documents stay safe and
secure.  The drawer features double
bitted key lock, recessed drawer front,
and Accuride suspensions.

Rollout Drawer with Hanging
Folder Frame
Allows handling of all of your
hanging folder requirements.  Drawers
can be stacked (1) per tier for
complete hanging folder storage.

Multi-Purpose Rollout CD-Rom, Data
Media, and Video Tape Drawer
Drawer backs and fronts are slotted every
1/2” for adjustability.  Drawer dividers
run the full front-to-back length.
Adjustable slotted drawers allows for
easy storage of either CD-Rom or
videotapes.

Mirofilm, Microfiche, Index Card,
and Check Drawers
These low profile drawers can be
adjusted to store a variety of valuable
archived medical and business records
as well as office supplies.

Store Twice As Much
in one unit.  The base of each
unit rotates allowing access to
both front and back sides and

prevents unauthorized access to
the unit when the rotary cabinet
is turned to the flat side panels.

Alternative High Density Filing And Storage Solutions

Pull Out Shelving Automated Vertical CarouselManual and Electric Movable ShelvingLateral Sliding File Shelving
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